
I, __________________________, give permission to Family Tree DNA (“FTDNA”) to make my 

name and email address available to my relevant genetic match(es). A relevant genetic match is 

defined in the section entitled “Legal Issues - Privacy Policy, Terms of Service and Refunds” on 

the FTDNA web site, that I have read, understand and agree. If another party’s DNA sample is a 

relevant match to my DNA, I want FTDNA to release to them my name and email address, 

together with such information about my DNA results that shows how we match, and I will 

receive the corresponding information of my matches in return. Additionally, pursuant to the 

terms set forth in “Legal Issues - Privacy Policy, Terms of Service and Refunds” (available at 

https://www.familytreedna.com/privacy-policy.aspx), I hereby give a specific authorization to 

FTDNA to use my de-identified DNA samples and test results for the purposes of migration and 

population genetics studies. Unless I sign this Release Form, my personal information will not 

be shared with anyone who may match my DNA markers in any form, now or in the future, with 

the exception of Project Administrators in the projects I voluntarily choose to join. I understand 

that, regardless of whether or not I sign this form, in case I choose to join a project, all of my 

contact information will be shared with the administrators of any project I join. By signing this 

document, I hold FTDNA harmless for all consequences of sharing my information according to 

the above and the “Legal Issues - Privacy Policy, Terms of Service and Refunds” on the FTDNA 

web site. Accordingly, any disputes will be resolved by arbitration.      

      

The person submitting DNA for this kit is: MALE/ FEMALE     

Signature______________________________      

Ancestor’s Country of Origin: FTDNA maintains a database of family ethnic origins. If you would 

like to be in this anonymous web accessible database, please write the country of origin of your 

earliest known ancestor in the space provided. Please note, listing your ancestral origins is 

anonymous and will not release your name or contact information to matches.      

Paternal__________________ Maternal____________________ If your earliest known 

ancestors are from the United States, please indicate whether they were of Native American or 

European descent. If you are not sure, leave the fields blank.      
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